LtJG-QUag (LtJG-QUag@gub-08-ITRC.dciu.k12.pa.us) has joined the conversation.

CTO_Terr (GC10000E@p01-flameback-gui.tch.virgin.net) has joined the conversation.

COL_Ktarn (rco@dap03-144163.monroe.sgi.net) has joined the conversation.

ACO_Krust (jande@pm251-01.dialip.mich.net) has joined the conversation.

CMO_Lee (uss_valian@1Cust174.tnt8.sfo3.da.uu.net) has joined the conversation.

FCO_Braun (madghost@pm2-110.ekx.infi.net) has joined the conversation.

OPSFowler (stricker@pre2511-4-a14.premaonline.com) has joined the conversation.

CSO_Fist (daven_fist@2Cust27.tnt5.lax3.da.uu.net) has joined the conversation.

CEO_Krieg (CEO_Krieg@1Cust10.tnt8.dfw5.da.uu.net) has joined the conversation.

LtJGDavid (CTO_David@1Cust224.tnt6.tco2.da.uu.net) has joined the conversation.

ACO_Krust says:
hello? :: tap tap:: is this room on?

Host Steve_ says:
nonplayers will be speced

CTO_Terr says:
its on John

Host Steve_ whispers to LtJG-QUag:
thanks for the offer, but not today :)

CTO_Terr says:
hey, that rhyms

MOParadox (MOParadox@itchy3-7-109.ionsys.com) has joined the conversation.

ACO_Krust says:
*sccccreeeeeeee*

CEO_Krieg says:
steve martin!

LtJG-QUag (LtJG-QUag@gub-08-ITRC.dciu.k12.pa.us) has left the conversation.

OPSFowler says:
me me me me me Am I in tune?! Hee hee

LtJGDavid (CTO_David@1Cust224.tnt6.tco2.da.uu.net) has left the conversation.

CTO_Terr says:
Did you hear the one about the Klingon Colonel who jumped out of an airlock?

ACO_Krust says:
got my puter running thru a 800 watt PA.... no waves please

OPSFowler says:
Pardon in advance for any sillieness (and typos) from me. It's been a Monday all week so far

ACO_Krust says:
sweet sound Nancy!

Host Steve_ says:
hush :)  Typing recap...chatter to the OOC

OPSFowler says:
Thanx John

MOParadox says:
ACO = ???

Host Steve_ says:
LAST TIME, ON THE USS PHARAOH....
THE USS PHARAOH HAS BEEN RELEASED TO THE KLINGON NAVY, TO INVESTIGATE THE ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT ON THE KLINGON HIGH COUNCIL.  TO FACILIATE THIS, CAPTAIN K'TARN HAS TAKEN A LEAVE OF ABSENCE FROM STARFLEET......TO CONDUCT THE INVESTIGATION LIKE A TRUE KLINGON

Host Steve_ says:
-@-@-@-@-  RESUME MISSION -@-@-@-@-

CTO_Terr says:
::plodding along the corridor to find the reported anomally::

ACO_Krust says:
:: entering bridge::

CEO_Krieg says:
::leaving engineering, headed for the bridge::

FCO_Braun says:
:: entering bridge behind ACO, a few minutes late for duty shift ::

CSO_Fist says:
::at Science station::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::in the ready room in full klingon battle gear::

OPSFowler says:
::At OPS::

FCO_Braun says:
:: relieves officer at the helm with a murmured apology ::

ACO_Krust says:
:: sits in the hard chair::

MOParadox says:
::In sickbay::

CMO_Lee says:
::in sickbay::

CEO_Krieg says:
::enters turbo lift, looks at padd in hand::

FCO_Braun says:
:: logs in at the helm ::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::exits the RR and walks onto the bridge::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION: THE PHARAOH CRUISES ON TOWARD THE RURA PENTHA SYSTEM.....AND THE MEETING WITH CAPTAIN KUURN IN THE QA'PAL NEBULA

Host COL_Ktarn says:
ACO: ETA to Rura Pentha?

CMO_Lee says:
MO: How did you hold up with me gone?

ACO_Krust says:
FCO:  estimated time to the nebula?

CEO_Krieg says:
::enters bridge::

FCO_Braun says:
ACO: Sir.  We will arrive in ten minutes...

MOParadox says:
CMO: I finished the report for the med supplies

CMO_Lee says:
MO: Thanks.  Anything horrible go wrong?

CTO_Terr says:
::taps combadge:: *OPS*: Lt. Jg. Fowler, where was this fluctuation precisely?

CMO_Lee says:
MO: Well just incase, we should refresh our memories about klingon physiology.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::waiting for K'rust answer::

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: have you found anything out regarding that anomalous reading?

CEO_Krieg says:
::wlaks up to ACO, hands him the padd:: ACO: Sir, all systems are operational. Engineering and security  are still working to isolate the dyno scanner fluxuation

MOParadox says:
COM: We had a bit of a fight with 2 klingon ships. There were some minor injuies

FCO_Braun says:
:: keeps an eye on course and speed ::

OPSFowler says:
ACO: Still working on it sir

CMO_Lee says:
::reads to himself:: The ankle bone is contacted to the foot bone,...

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::feeling like extra baggage on his own ship::

MOParadox says:
::starts reviewing computer databanks::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::in Klingon::ACO: ETA to Rura Penta??

CEO_Krieg says:
Ops: Is it possible to jam the transmission until we can terminate it?

CTO_Terr says:
::walks up to the dyno scanner and runs a tricorder over it, then looks around to see if there is anyone around::

ACO_Krust says:
COL: sorry Sir, 10 minutes at present course and speed

Chris (Chris@CRD8.RESNET.CORNELL.EDU) has joined the conversation.

FCO_Braun says:
ACO:  Sir...?  We are approaching Rura Pentha... arriving ealier than estimated...

Host COL_Ktarn says:
ACO:very well. With your permision I man tac station 2

OPSFowler says:
CTO: The flucuation was in the port DYno- Scanner

Host COL_Ktarn whispers to Steve_:
is chris going to npc today?

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOH WINKS OUT OF WARP, THE COLD ICEWORLD OF RURA PENTHA LOOMS OFF THE BOW.........THE NEARBY QA'PAL NEBULA GLOWS NEARBY

ACO_Krust says:
COL: of course, we are investigating the scanner anomaly at present.

CEO_Krieg says:
ACO: Should I call for yellow alert, sir?

OPSFowler says:
CEO: There are always possiblities

CTO_Terr says:
*ACO*: Sir, I've given the dynoscanner a scan, it seems to be fluctuating. There dosen't appear to be anyone around although I would like your permission to leave a security guard here?

FCO_Braun says:
:: drops the Pharoah from warp and cruises at 1/4 impulse ::

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning nebula::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::nods and sits at Tac2::

ACO_Krust says:
CEO: by all means

CEO_Krieg says:
::eyes K'tarn at TAC::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::has the computer load K'tarn tac layout three beta

ACO_Krust says:
CSO: any sign of Kuurns ship?

MOParadox says:
::someone comes into sick bay:: CMO:would you like me to take care of that sir?

CTO_Terr says:
::waits for ACO's answer::

CEO_Krieg says:
ALL: Yellow alert. ::alarms sound::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::makes a note to do more refresher training for the tac station::

Host Steve_ (Yellow Alert.wav)

Chris is now known as K`urrnn.

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning planetary space::

FCO_Braun says:
:: notes yellow alert and makes sure warp core is hot ::

ACO_Krust says:
*CTO* is there evidence of sabotage?

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::runs level 4 diag on weapons systems::

CTO_Terr says:
*ACO*: None Sir, just appears defective

FCO_Braun says:
:: with yellow alert Braun increases speed to 1/2 impulse ::

CEO_Krieg says:
::walks to enginnering station, checks the readouts::

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: send an encrypted message on Klingon bands "we have arrived"

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::checks status of launchers::

CSO_Fist says:
ACO: No ships on sensors, yet

CTO_Terr says:
*CEO*: Norman, you better send one of your guys down here to fix it before it gets worse

ACO_Krust says:
*CTO* very well Andrew, one-man will be sufficient.

CTO_Terr says:
*ACO*: Aye

MOParadox says:
:: sees that the CMO is preocupied so he treats the person:: ::(turned out to be a broken wrist from the gym)::

CEO_Krieg says:
*CTO* Understood. A crewman is on the way.

OPSFowler says:
ACO: Aye sir ::Begins to send a message on the Klingon Bands::

FCO_Braun says:
:: checks navigational sensors for anything anomalous ::

CTO_Terr says:
*PO Kibble*: Report to the starboard dynoscanner for guard duty

Host COL_Ktarn says:
<PO_Kibble>*CTO*:Aye aye Cur

K`urrnn says:
@::jabs fiercely at a button on the console to decloak the ship::

CTO_Terr says:
*ACO*: Shall I return to the bridge or just do a security sweep now while I'm at it Sir?

CEO_Krieg says:
*Zimmerman* Crewman Zimmerman, report to the CTO's current location with a repair kit. The dyno scanner is out.

ACO_Krust says:
::hears sensor beep::

ACO_Krust says:
CSO: anything yet?

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::notes the ship decloaking::ACO: Ship decloaking.  open a channel for me

ACO_Krust says:
:: nods at OPS::

FCO_Braun says:
:: notes position of second ship ::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::begins accquiring a weapons lock on the decloaking ship::

OPSFowler says:
::Nods back at the ACO:: ACO: Channel open sir

CSO_Fist says:
ACO: Klingon ship decloaking

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE PAQEG, B'REL CLASS WARBIRD, DECLOAKS AND APPROACHES THE PHARAOH

Host COL_Ktarn says:
COM::ship: This is Colonel K'tarn

FCO_Braun says:
:: orients the Pharoah towards the Paqeg's approach ::

ACO_Krust says:
COL: all your's sir

K`urrnn says:
@::looks up at the viewscreen and watches the Starfleet vessel approach::

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning warbird::

OPSFowler says:
Thanx Dave

CTO_Terr says:
::begins to walk towards a screen and calls up a sensor veiw. Seeing a BOP on the screen, Terrance doesn't wait for Krust, but hurrys to the bridge::

K`urrnn says:
@Com: Pharaoh: This is K`urrnn, of the Klingon vessel PaQeg

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::Stands so that he is in main viewer::

CEO_Krieg says:
::watching the faces and body postures of K'tarn and K'rust::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::in klingon::Com:PaQeg:You have orders for me?

CMO_Lee says:
::finishes reading and heads for the bridge to see what's a foot::

ACO_Krust says:
::stares stone faced at the view screen::

CTO_Terr says:
::walks slowly onto the bridge and sees the Klingon on the screen and walks up to Krust, standing tall and firm beside him::

K`urrnn says:
@::looks down at K'tarn through the viewscreen::  Com: Pharaoh: I do indeed....colonel.

CSO_Fist says:
::trying to detect any other cloaked vessels::

ACO_Krust says:
::turns ahead slightly toward CTO::

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives on bridge::

CTO_Terr says:
::nods at ACO that the scanner really is fine and that it wasn't becuase it was an open transmission::

MOParadox says:
::holding the fort down in sickbay::

ACO_Krust says:
::makes a Palm up gesture towards TAC1:: CTO: Andrew?

OPSFowler says:
::Watches the Klingon on the screen::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::still in klingon:: com:PaQeg: every well Are your ready to beam over?

CTO_Terr says:
::nods again at the ACO and walks over to TAC 1, sitting down and smiling as the COL has the weapons online::

CMO_Lee says:
::stands near the door just listening::

FCO_Braun says:
:: helm controls show weapons online ::

CTO_Terr says:
::wonders why the COL wants the Klingon to beam over::

CEO_Krieg says:
::frowns..can't read the dynamic between the Klingons::

CTO_Terr says:
::sends a little message to the FCO to be ready to use the good old joint manouvre::

ACO_Krust says:
::notices doctor:: CMO: have you synthesized plenty of Klingon blood Doc?

K`urrnn says:
@::notes with disapproval the Starfleet bridge...it is...inefficient::  Com: Pharaoh: Colonel, you are to transport to the surface, just outisde the magnetic shield, where you will attempt to find a way into the base...::voice dripping with vehemence::

CMO_Lee says:
ACO: We have some klingon blood wine and some klingon blood.

FCO_Braun says:
:: sees CTO's message ::

ACO_Krust says:
::shows faint surprise at captain's orders::

ACO_Krust says:
CMO: good,hopefully we'll only need the former. ::smiles slightly::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::stares at the weakling on the screen::COM:Q::klingon: very well send the corrinate to us

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::gald he has klingon cold weather gear::

ACO_Krust says:
CEO:have you any theories on the scanner anomalies Magnus?

K`urrnn says:
@Com: Pharaoh: you will receive further orders once you are inside the prison...sending coordinates now....sir  ::spits the last words and transmits the coordinates over a secure channel::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE COORDINATES ARRIVE

Host COL_Ktarn says:
ACO: you shall remain in orbit and wait for my singal

CTO_Terr says:
::accepts the secure channel and routes the coordinates to K'Tarn's station::

ACO_Krust says:
COL: Aye sir

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::exits the bridge and stops by his quarters for his cold weather/surival gear::

CEO_Krieg says:
ACO: None at this time, sir.  Those components are foolproof.  We didn't even receive enough damage from the BOP's to overload it either.

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Sir, will the COL not need some help, do you think I should accompany him?

ACO_Krust says:
CEO: does seem somewhat strange, ay?

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::graps his gear and heads for Transporter room one::

ACO_Krust says:
FCO: hold Geo synchronous orbit above the beam down point.

CEO_Krieg says:
ACO: I agree, sir.:: thinks:: It is possible that the system could be receiving instead of sending.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::Enters TR and steps up on the pad::

FCO_Braun says:
ACO:  Aye, sir  :: maneuvers for geosynchronous orbit at the designated coordinates ::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  WITH THE SHIMMER OF A TRANSPORT BEAM, COLONEL K'TARN DISAPPEARS INTO THE BEAM

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning planet for lifesigns around beamdown point::

CEO_Krieg says:
*Zimmerman* Replace the dyno scanner and bring the faulty unit to engineering.

Host COL_Ktarn %::beams onto the surface of Rura Penta:: (Transporter.wav)

ACO_Krust says:
All: I don't think Kurrn likes taking orders from a mere half breed. ::grins::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  K'TARN APPEARS ON THE BAREN, FRIGID SURFACE OF RURA PENTHA......

CTO_Terr says:
::chuckles at the ACO's remark::

FCO_Braun says:
:: chuckles at K'rust's comment ::

OPSFowler says:
::Gives the ACO a grin::

K`urrnn says:
@::glances at a sensor readout and notes that the Colonel has beamed down to Rura Penthe::  self: the alien graveyard?...one can only hope...::scowls and backhands a crewman who was listening to him too closely::

ACO_Krust says:
All: he must not know about hybrid vigor, hey Doc?

CEO_Krieg says:
::walks over to ACO, speaks softly:: Sir, is there anyone on the ship besides you and the Captain with an interest in Klingon politics?

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::in battle crutch and looks around::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::gets his bearings and begins heading for the base::

CMO_Lee says:
ACO: Aye, sir.  He won't find it

CTO_Terr says:
::notices the two officers in closeness and walks over, butting in::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  WIND AND ICE CRYSTALS WHIP AROND K'TARN...HE IS IN THE MOUTH OF A CAVE......ACROSS A GORGE, THERE IS ANOTHER ICE CAVE.....THE GORGE IS SOME 10 FEET ACROSS

ACO_Krust says:
CEO: ::quietly:: not that I am aware...

CTO_Terr says:
ACI, CEO: Sorry for butting in, but when people talk in whispers, it looks bad and could be dangerous to ship security, meaning I get involved

CSO_Fist says:
ACO: I'm reading several lifesigns around the Colonel's vicinity

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::mutters a few choice klingon words about the gorge and a certain so called klingon captain name K'urrnn:::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::opens a tricoder and scans for a way across the gorge::

CEO_Krieg says:
ACO/CTO: If the scanner is set to receive, we may have a security breach.

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: stand down lieutenant, when I want your opinion I'll give it to you!

CTO_Terr says:
::walks back to the TAC 1 and sees a flashing light:: ACO: Emergency Action Message coming in on the hyperchannel, recommend Red Alert

ACO_Krust says:
All red alert!

ACO_Krust says:
:

CTO_Terr says:
::sets ship on Red Alert::

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: can you retrieve the message?

K`urrnn says:
@::looks up as indicators go off all over the bridge...the Starfleet vessel has raised it's shields and is preparing for battle::

OPSFowler says:
ACO: Working on it sir

MOParadox says:
::notices red alert::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Sir, I don't like to think how we look to the sensors of the Klingon ship Sir

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: We're lit up like a Christmas tree

FCO_Braun says:
:: notes red alert, brings wapr engines online ::

CMO_Lee says:
::notes red alert::

CEO_Krieg says:
<Zimmerman>CEO: Sir, I've got the defective scanner off line and a new one in place. I'm headed to enginnering.

Host Steve_ says:
<SSChicago>  COM: this is Captain Jones of the SS Chicago, a Trilithium waste carrier out of Altair VI..we are under attack by pirates and we need aid.....does anyone hear me!

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: who is the message from, when my CTO recommends red alert I listen. 

CMO_Lee says:
ACO: I'll head down to sickbay!

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: The SS Chicago Sir

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::see the cave below and decides to jump for it::

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: open channel

CMO_Lee says:
::runs to sickbay::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: A distress call, they're a trilithium ship under attack

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::goes back a bit to get a running start::

OPSFowler says:
ACO: AYE> Channel open

CTO_Terr says:
::looks up at the ACO::

CEO_Krieg says:
*Zimmerman* Understood, secure the secure the old scanner.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::and then runs foward towards the gap and at the last minute.....::::

CSO_Fist (daven_fist@2Cust27.tnt5.lax3.da.uu.net) has left the conversation.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%:::ge jumps and prays::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
<ack ge= he >

ACO_Krust says:
COM: this is commander K'rust USS Pharaoh, we will respond to as soon as possible.

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  K'TARN LANDS LIKE A CAT, AND THE SOUND OF FERAL GROWLING CAN BE HEARD FROM THE DARKNESS

Host Steve_ says:
<Chicago>  COM:Pharaoh:  Understood Pharaoh...our shields are weakening and we need help....

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::lands on both feet in amazedment...hmm those wheaties are better then they calm::

CMO_Lee says:
::arrives in sickbay:: MO: Get ready, we are going to have wounded come in.

ACO_Krust says:
::taps comm badge:: com: Col: Sir a Federation ship is in distress, we must break orbit!

MOParadox says:
CMO: aye sir

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: If we're leaving, what about the Colonel?

MOParadox says:
::starts getting ready::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::hears a growl..and draws his mek'leth::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  AT THE CHATTER OF THE COMMLINK, THERE ARE SEVERAL LOUD BARKS FROM INSIDE THE ICE TUNNEL.....

CSO_Fist (daven_fist@2Cust32.tnt5.lax3.da.uu.net) has joined the conversation.

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: Kuurn will look after him.

CTO_Terr says:
::nods at the ACO but says:: ACO: I hate to think what way he'll look after him

K`urrnn says:
@::notes the Pharaoh on a course to leave orbit and opens a channel to the Pharaoh waiting for them to respond::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  FROM THE DARKNESS, TWO OF THE UNNAMED GUARD BEASTS LEAP AT K'TARN....THEY GAPING MOUTHS OPEN WIDE, EXPOSING SHARP, WHITE TEETH

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Incoming call from the Klingons

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: open a channel I need to speak to Kurrn.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::gets broken transmision from pharaoh::"si....hip....d..ress....bit "is all he hears::

OPSFowler says:
ACO: Channel oppen sir

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: on screen.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::see the two guard beast jump him and turns to meet the closer one bring his mek'leth up cross wise to catch first guards chin::

OPSFowler says:
::Puts the screen on::

ACO_Krust says:
COM: Kuurn: Captain, we need to leave orbit. assist Colinal K'tarn as necessary!

K`urrnn says:
@Com: Pharaoh: leaving so soon?

CTO_Terr says:
::thinks "I'd love to land a punch on that Klingon's nose, the arrogant-"::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE BLADE BITES DEEP, BUT THE SECOND BEAST SLAMS INTO K'TARN, THE THREE OF THEM SKIDDING ON THE ICE TOWARD THE BOTTOMLESS PIT

K`urrnn says:
@Com: Pharaoh: I assure you...the Colonel will be treated with all the respect he is due...::smiles evilly::

ACO_Krust says:
::nthearrows eyes:: COM: Kurrn: we will have your head if anything happens to him.

CEO_Krieg says:
::watches ACO's face::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%:::is thrown to the ground::

ACO_Krust says:
FCO: set course to the Chicago maximum warp!

FCO_Braun says:
ACO: Aye, sir :: breaks orbit and heads for direction of distress call at warp 9 ::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::rolls to his left quicky as soon as he hits allready drawning his dagger::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: I'm picking up a large Antaeris II class frieghter on LRS, its under attack

K`urrnn says:
@::laughs::  Com: Pharaoh: you may try if you wish  ::closes channel::

CEO_Krieg says:
*Zimmerman* Report on your analysis of the scanner asap.

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Sir, I don't trust K'urrnn, you know what I mean, those gut instincts

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::staps the second guard beast in the throat::

ACO_Krust says:
* CMO* prepared for casualties.

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE TWO BEASTS FALL TO THE ICE, SQUIRMING AND BLEEDING....

FCO_Braun says:
:: increase speed to warp 9.9 ::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
::removes his dagger whipping the blood of on the beast fur then goes to pick up his mek'leth and thus like wise::

CEO_Krieg says:
ACO: All decks report ready for combat. sir.

Host Steve_ says:
%  <Guard>  ::whips out his Disrupter pistol:: K'tarn:  Die Honor Guard lacky!

ACO_Krust says:
CSO: anything on sensors yet, Daven?

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  A GUARD RUNS IN FROM THE DEPTHS OF THE CAVE, APPROACHING K'TARN

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::turns to the nose and throws his dagger at the appoarching guard::

CSO_Fist says:
::identifying attacking vessels::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Sir, the attacking unknown ship appears to be Andorian

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  WITH A GURGLE AND URK, THE WARRIOR FALLS TO THE ICE...THE DAGGER IMBEDDED IN THE GUARDS NECK

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: as soon as a target presents itself, fire a warning shot.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::wonders when the test will end::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Aye Sir ::wondering if that means not to hit the hull?::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::walks up to the guard and tiggers teh two blade and then rips the dagger out::

CSO_Fist says:
ACO: Sir, Andorian ship is heavily armed; equivalent to a Saber Class starship

CTO_Terr says:
::plots a solution on the Andorian ship::

CTO_Terr says:
::fires warning shot across its bow::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOH QUICKLY APPROACHES THE BATTLING SHIPS

CTO_Terr says:
::then retargets the ship::

Host Steve_ (Torpedo.wav)

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::contuines down the corridaor wonder what other attempts will be tried::

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: open a  channel. let's invite them to stand down.

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  ECHOING THROUGH THE CAVE IS A LOUD ROAR...LIKE THAT OF MOVING WATER

CSO_Fist says:
::looks in rear view mirror::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Warning shot fired Sir. I now have an active lock on that ship

K`urrnn says:
@::almost wishes the P'tahk Starfleet vessel would return...at least then he had something to lock disruptors onto::

OPSFowler says:
::Opens channel and sends message to stand down::

FCO_Braun says:
:: drops from warp into the battle area ::

ACO_Krust says:
Com: Pirates: and Andorian ship, you are engaged in illegal activities stand down and surrender immediately, or be destroyed!

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE PIRATE SHIP COMES ABOUT.....LOCKING WEAPONS

CSO_Fist says:
::assessing damage to freighter::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: He's locking weapons

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::here the load echo and replace the mek'leth and takes out his disruptor::

FCO_Braun says:
:: notes threat assessment, begins evasive maneuver ::

CTO_Terr says:
::stands by to fire::

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: fire! full spread!

OPSFowler says:
ACO: Sir, I think that means no

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: AYE ::slams hand down on the firing button, sending a wall of quantum torpedoes heading for the enemy::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE FREIGHTER RESPONDS IN KIND.....PHASERS CRISS-CROSS THE EMPTY SPACE...

FCO_Braun says:
:: after executing evasive maneuver, brings Pharoah about to fire ::

ACO_Krust says:
:: nods and OPS:: FCO: come about for another pass.

Host Steve_ says:
<ERM...NOT FREIGHTER, BUT PIRATE SHIP>

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: target weapons and engines!

K`urrnn says:
@::glances for the seemingly millionth time at the sensor display and notes K'tarn is getting close to the guard station::

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Already targetted Sir

FCO_Braun says:
ACO:  Aye, sir :: lays in a direct course for nearest pirate ::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  BOTH SHIPS STRIKE EACH OTHER, KNOCKING THE PHARAOH FOR A LOOP BRIEFLY AS THE PIRATE SHIP WARPS OUT OF THE SYSTEM

CEO_Krieg says:
::watches the ship's systems for anomolies::

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: fire at will!

CTO_Terr says:
::fires again::

CTO_Terr says:
::and again::

CTO_Terr says:
::and again::

FCO_Braun says:
:: reorients the Pharaoh after taking hits, now looking for second pirate ship ::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::coninutes down the corriador still wonder what that feeable minded Kurrnn has up his sleve and who is holding that patk's lease::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE PHARAOHS WEAPONS STREAK OUT AND STRIKE NOTHING....THE SHIP ALDREADY HAVING WARPED AWAY

CSO_Fist says:
::tracks escaping ship::

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: open a channel to the Chicago.

CTO_Terr says:
*Torpedo Bay*: Give me everything you've got

FCO_Braun says:
:: sees not other ship in area ::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  K'TARN REACHES A GREAT RIVER OF MOVING WATER...ACROSS THE RIVER, THERE IS A SMALL KLINGON OUTPOST

OPSFowler says:
ACO: Aye. Channel Open

CSO_Fist says:
ACO: the ship is heading back deeper into Klingon space!

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE RIVER HAS CUT A CANYON IN THE ICE, AND THERE ARE GREAT WALLS OF ICE

ACO_Krust says:
COM: Chicago: Captain, do you require assistance?

CEO_Krieg says:
ACO: Sir, when you have a moment, I'd like to speak with you about the dyno scanner.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::growls when he see the river and looks for boats which he those not figure he would find::

Host Steve_ says:
<Chicago> COM:Pharaoh:  We do have serious casualties and require assistance

ACO_Krust says:
CEO: you have something then? very well.

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THERE IS ONE BOAT, TIED TO A LANDING BY THE GUARD OUTPOST

K`urrnn says:
@::laughs at the display as he watches K'tarn stand confused for several moments::

ACO_Krust says:
*CMO/MO* prepare for casualties.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
@::reachs into his bag and pulls out some rope and a grabeling hook::

MOParadox says:
*ACO* aye sir

ACO_Krust says:
COM: Chicago: we will beam them aboard, standby.

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION

Host Steve_ says:
: THE CHICAGO ALSO APPEARS TO BE LEAKING DRIVE PLASMA

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::whirls the rope witht the grabeling hook over his head a few times::

CEO_Krieg says:
::quietly:: ACO: Zimmerman's analysis shows that the fluxuation was caused by a burst of super high frequency radio traffic.  The source is unknown.  I'd like to recommend extra security measures.

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::throws the grabel towards the boat hoping to hook it::

ACO_Krust says:
CEO: agreed. for now we must take care of these people and return to the task at hand

K`urrnn says:
@::watches K'tarn's progress and hovers a finger over the button to open communications::

ACO_Krust says:
CTO: initiates the level two security alert, Andrew.

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE GRAPEL LANDS SHORT IN THE WATER...THERE JUST ISNT ENOUGH ROPE TO REACH THE BOAT

CTO_Terr says:
ACO: Aye Sir

CEO_Krieg says:
ACO: Understood. I'll prepare an engineering team to help them with repairs.

CTO_Terr says:
::initiates the level two alert::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::growls..and pulls in the rope::

Host Steve_ says:
<Grapel>  ::splunk::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::hates getting wet::

ACO_Krust says:
CSO: how many people are aboard the Chicago?

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning lifesigns aboard freighter::

K`urrnn says:
@::opens channel::  *K'tarn* once you reach the guard post you will proceed to the upper administrative offices, interrogate the Jailkeeper and download files from his computer...oh and I've heard they've been having trouble controlling te prisoners...  ::laughs and cuts the channel::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::wonder why he ever rejoined the honor guard::

CSO_Fist says:
ACO: five

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::gets ready to swim but then notices nice large icles even space::

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::aims at one of the icles and fires::

CEO_Krieg says:
*Enginnering* Carson, Gleason. You're on damage control. Prepare to beamover to the Chicago.

ACO_Krust says:
OPS: lock on to the life signs send wounded to sick bay.

FCO_Braun says:
:: maintain station off the Chicago's port side ::

CMO_Lee says:
::awaiting the wounded from the Chicago::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  THE BEAM STRIKES THE HUNKS OF ICE...AND WITH A SHUDDER, THEY FALL AND SPLASH INTO THE RIVER, AND BEGIN TO FLOAT TOWARD K'TARN

OPSFowler says:
::Looks on to the lifesigns and beams them to Sick Bay::

ACO_Krust says:
CEO: just enough repairs to keep it in one piece, Magnus.

OPSFowler says:
CMO: They are on their way Lee

Host COL_Ktarn says:
%::after shooting down enough ice he begans hopping across the river on the ice jumping from one to the other::

CMO_Lee says:
::first patients are severely hurt::

ACO_Krust says:
All: as soon as the Chicago is secure, we'll dispatch a salvage vessel.

CSO_Fist says:
::scanning freighter's cargo::

Host Steve_ says:
ACTION:  AS K'TARN LANDS ON THE OTHER SIDE, TWO SUPRISED AND CURIOUS KLINGONS WALK OUT OF THE GUARD STATION...THEY REACH FOR THEIR DISRUPTERS.......

K`urrnn says:
@::chuckles to himself and hefts a glass of bloodwine and then addresses the bridge::  a barrel of bloodwine to anyone willing to wager on the halfbreed's succeeding!

Host Steve_ says:
-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-

Host Steve_ says:
-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-

Host Steve_ says:
-@-@-@-@-  PAUSE MISSION -@-@-@-@-

ACO_Krust (jande@pm251-01.dialip.mich.net) has left the conversation.

MOParadox (MOParadox@itchy3-7-109.ionsys.com) has left the conversation.

